Suggested for grades 4-6

Quick Freeze Prairie Dogs
(based on Project WILD's Quick Frozen Critters)
Objective:
Students will be able to: 1) discuss predator/prey relationships on the short grass
prairie, 2) describe the importance of adaptions in predator/prey relationships, and 3)
recognize that limiting factors, including predator/prey relationships, affect wildlife
populations centered around the short grass prairie.
Method:
Students play an active version of "freeze tag."
Background:
Predator - An animal that kills and eats another animal for food.
Prey - An animal that is killed and eaten by other animals for food.
Limiting Factors - There are many influences in the life history of any animal. When
one of these (e.g., disease, climate, pollution, accidents, shortages of food or places to
live) exceeds the limits of tolerance of that animal, it becomes a limiting factor. It then
drastically affects the well-being of that animal. Predators are limiting factors for prey.
Prey are limiting factors for predators.
Animals display a variety of behaviors in predator/prey relationships. These are
adaptions to survive.
Some prey behaviors to escape detection or capture by predators are: signaling to
others, flight, posturing, scrambling for cover and even "freezing" on the spot. The kind
of behavior exhibited partly depends on how close the predator is when detected by the
prey. Each animal has a threshold for the threat levels. If the predator is far enough
away for the prey to feel some safety, the prey may signal to others that the prey is near.
If the predator comes closer the prey may try to run away. If the predator is too close to
make running away feasible, the prey may attempt to scurry to a hiding place. If the
predator is so close that none of these alternatives is available, the prey may freeze in
place. The closer the predator comes to the prey animal, the more likely it is that the
prey will "freeze" in place. This "freezing" occurs as a kind of physiological shock in the
animal. (Shelter or camouflage may also make them invisible to the predator when they
freeze.) Too often, people who come upon animals quickly and see them immobile
infer that the animals are unafraid when, in reality, the animals are "frozen", or, as the
adage goes, "frozen stiff."
On the short grass prairie, the prairie dog town provides the ecosystem for many
predator/prey relationships. Predators like coyotes, bobcats, and foxes hunt on the
edges of the towns and capture prairie dogs when they leave their burrows. The badger
digs deep into prairie dog burrows while weasels and black-footed ferrets enter the
burrows to capture the prairie dog as prey. Hawks and eagles search and soar around
prairie dog colonies in search for mice, rabbits and prairie dogs. Birds, such as the

meadow lark and small rodents such as the kangaroo rat, are attracted to the towns
because of higher seed or insect availability.
Materials:
Food tokens (pieces of cardboard), enough for three per student; gym vests or other
labeling devices to mark predators; four or five hula hoops to serve as "cover" prairie
dog burrows, pencil and paper to record number of captures if desired.
Procedure:
1) Select any of the following pairs of animals from the short grass prairie.
PREY

PREDATORS

Prairie Dog
Prairie Dog

Black-footed Ferret
Ferruginous Hawk

Identify students as either "predators" or "prey" for a version of "freeze tag"- with
approximately one predator for every four to six prey.
2) Using a gymnasium of playing field, identify one end of the field as the "food
source" and the other end as the "shelter."
3) Four to five hula hoops are placed on the open area between the "shelter" and the
"food." These represent additional shelter or "cover" for the prey and can be randomly
distributed on the field. (If hula hoops are not available, string might be used, or chalk
on asphalt.)
4) Food tokens are placed in the "food source" zone on the ground. Allow three food
tokens for each prey animal. For example:

FOOD TOKENS
TEMP.
SHELTER

TEMP.
SHELTER

PLAYING
AREA

TEMP.
SHELTER

TEMPORARY
SHELTER

TEMPORARY
SHELTER

PERMANENT SHELTER

5) Predators should be clearly identified. Gym vests or safety vests might be available.

6) Use a whistle or some other prearranged signal to start each round. When a round
begins, prey start from their "shelter." The task of the prey animals is to move from the
primary shelter to the food source, collecting one food token each trip, and returning to
the primary shelter. To survive, prey have to obtain three food tokens. (NOTE: In the
wild, prairie dogs spend most of their time foraging. They each consume up to two
pounds of grasses and broad leaf plants during the spring and summer months). The
prey's travel is hazardous. They need to be alert to possible predators. If they spot a
predator, they can use various appropriate prey behaviors-including warning other
prey that a predator is near. (NOTE: In the wild, prairie dogs have at least 11 distinct
calls and a variety of postures and displays. When a prairie dog detects danger, it gives
a warning yip or bark. Other prairie dogs will stand on their hind legs to survey for the
danger and join the "barking" chorus.) During the activity, prey have two ways to
prevent themselves from being caught by predators: they may "freeze" any time a
predator is within five feet of them; or they may run to cover (with at least one foot
within one of the hula hoops.) Frozen prey may blink, but otherwise should be basically
still without talking.
7) Predators start the activity anywhere in the open area between ends of the field and
thus are randomly distributed between ends of the prey's food and primary shelter.
Predators attempt to capture prey to survive, tagging only moving (not "frozen") prey.
(Optional: Prey can have bandannas in their pockets that the predators have to capture
to represent a successful predation.) Predators must each capture two prey in order to
survive. Captured prey are taken to the sidelines by the predator who captured them.
NOTE: Establish ground rules for student behavior: Behave in ways that are not
harmful to other students, even when simulating predator behavior; e.g., no full tackles!
8) A time limit of five to seven minutes is suggested for each round of the game.
(Captured prey on the sidelines will get restless if rounds are much longer.) Remind
prey that they can remain frozen for as long as they like, but if they do not have enough
food at the end of the activity they will starve to death. In nature, an animal must
balance the need to find food with the sometimes conflicting need for safety.
9) Play four rounds, allowing each student to be both prey and predator.
10) Discuss with the students the ways they escaped capture when they were prey.
Which ways were most effective? What means did they use as predators to capture
prey? Which ways were best? What did predators do in response to prey animals who
"froze?" In what ways are adaptions important to both predator and prey? Ask the
students to summarize what they have learned about predator/prey relationships.
How do predator/prey relationships serve as natural limiting factors affecting wildlife?
Variations:
Do the activity with any other predator/prey pairs on the short grass prairie including
the coyote/rabbit or the swift fox/mountain plover.
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Suggested for grades 6-12

The Happy Prairie
Objectives:
Students will be able to: 1) evaluate the effects of different kinds of land use on the
short grass prairie, and 2) discuss and evaluate lifestyle changes to minimize damaging
effects on the short grass prairie.
Method:
Students create a collage of human land-use activities around an image of a prairie dog
town.
Background:
Most human use of land affects wildlife habitat, positively or negatively. What humans
do with land is a reflection of human priorities and lifestyles. The search for a modern
day "good life" and all of its conveniences produces mixed results for wildlife and the
natural environment. Sometimes people see undeveloped areas of natural
environments as little more than raw material for human use. Others believe that the
natural environment is to be preserved without regard for human needs. Still others
yearn for a balance between economic growth and a healthy and vigorous natural
environment. Very real differences of opinion regarding balance exist between wellmeaning people.
At the core of land use issues is the concept of growth. Growth in natural systems has
inherent limits, imposed by a dynamic balance of energy between all parts of the
system. Energy in natural systems is translated into food, water, shelter, space and
continued survival. This means that the vitality of natural systems is expressed by their
ability to be self-regulating. This capacity for self-regulation makes it possible for all
natural members of any ecosystem to live in harmony. All the life forms of any
ecosystem must be considered. The microbes in the soil are just as necessary to a
habitat as the plants and predators. It is this natural dynamic balance, with all its
inherent and essential parts, that human land use tends to disturb. Human activities
can often go beyond the natural limits of the habitat. Humans have the ability to import
energy sources that allow a system to exceed its natural limits-or to remove energy
sources that are necessary for a system to stay in balance. For example, people can
build dams to create power, water can be captured for irrigation, wetlands can be
drained for homes and buildings. All of these activities affect wildlife habitat.
On the short grass prairie, ranchers and farmers often view prairie dogs as pests, yet the
prairie dog town is an integral part of the prairie ecosystem. Cultivation of prairie soils
and prairie dog control programs have resulted in the reduction of prairie dog
populations up to 98% in some areas, and elimination in others.
Given the extensive impacts humans have already had and continue to have on the
land, a major challenge now facing humans is how to have a more responsible impact.
How can we develop the awareness, knowledge, skills and commitment that are
necessary in order for humans to take responsible actions affecting the remaining areas

of natural wildlife habitat? How can we develop the necessary understanding to
restore a more natural dynamic balance in places where human disturbance has existed
for centuries?
The major purpose of this activity is to encourage students to wrestle with these
concerns. In this simulation, students use the "Happy Prairie" as a microcosm of
environmental concerns involved in management decisions. They struggle with the
arrangement of overlapping and conflicting land uses in a effort to conserve a prairie
habitat. When the students reach some sort of agreement about local issues, the activity
shifts to how their local decisions affect and might be applied to other areas of prairie
within their region.. The activity ends with the consideration that humans have choices,
and can choose to conserve the "Happy Prairie."
Materials:
For each three students: scissors; masking tape; paste or glue; paper; one set of land use
cutouts; one Happy Prairie cutout; a large piece of paper (18" x 24" or 11" x 17") upon
which to fasten the cutouts.
Procedures:
1) Prepare copies of the two cutout sheets ahead of time. Explain the activity. Tell the
students that they will be responsible for arranging the pattern of land use around the
Happy Prairie in such a way as to do the best they can to conserve the health of the
prairie dog town and the surrounding area.
2) Divide the class into groups of three to five, with each group representing one of the
interest groups. Students will stay in these groups until the end of the activity. Possible
interest groups are:
>residents-want to build homes and live in the area
>farmers and ranchers-want to use the land to raise food and livestock
>parks department personnel-want people to have a place for recreation
>highway department personnel-want to build roads and maintain access to the area
>business representatives-want to build new industries and preserve jobs and
commerce
NOTE: Add others that you think may be locally important.
3) Pass out the land use materials. Pass out the large piece of paper that will serve as
the basis for each group's prairie and its associated land use activities. Have the
students cut out the land use pieces and the Happy Prairie. Tell them that all the land
use pieces must be used; park and ranch land may be cut to smaller sizes, but all the
pieces must be used. Parts may touch, but not overlap. The students may also create
additional land uses of their choosing. When they fasten the cutouts to their large base
sheet, suggest that they use small loops of tape. This will allow them to change their
minds before pasting the pieces down.

4) Once the students have cut out the necessary materials and are ready to begin the
process of making land use decisions, have them first create a list of pros and cons for
each land use. Guide the class discussion so that they consider the consequences of
each land use. Record these on the chalkboard. The following are only a few of the
many possible examples:
FARMERS/RANCHERS:
pros:
-produce food
-provide jobs
-provide economic base to the community
cons:
-plow prairie land for crop production, displacing the original wildlife.
-may eliminate prairie dog colonies
-may use pesticides (herbicides, insecticides) incorrectly, causing environmental
problems
BUSINESSES:
pros:
-provide employment
-provide commerce
-create economic stability
cons:
-displace organisms of the short grass prairie
-produce wastes and sewage
-compete for a limited water supply
5) Have the students work in their teams for a long enough period of time to begin to
seriously grapple with the challenge.
6) Invite each group to display and describe their work in progress. Encourage
discussion of their choices. In the discussions emphasize that:
-no land use can be excluded
-wildlife habitat must be preserved; and
-everyone must agree enough to be able to support the decision of the group
Look for the consequences of their proposed land use plan. Be firm about the issues,
but fair about this being a difficult set of choices. Ask additional groups to show their
work in progress and discuss their ideas.
NOTE: For wildlife habitat this is a "no-win" activity in many ways. The best that can
be hoped for is that the land use plans will minimize the threats to the Happy Prairie.

7) Continue the discussion by asking more students to share their proposed plans.
Again, be firm in discussing the consequences.
8) Give the students additional time working in their groups to come up with what
they believe to be the best possible plan under the circumstances. Being sensitive to
their frustrations, display all the final land use plans above the chalkboard for all to see
and discuss. Analyze and discuss the merits of each of the approaches. Point out that
although their solutions may not be perfect, they can minimize the damage to Happy
Prairie.
9) Choose one of the students' images above the chalkboard. Next, on the chalkboard,
continue further features of the short grass prairie.

THE HAPPY
PRAIRIE
BUFFALO
GRAZING LAND
PLOVER
NESTING

PRAIRIE
POND

FERRUGINOUS
HAWK
ROOST

FERRET'S CORNER

10) Ask the students to brainstorm possible problems that could be faced within the
short grass prairie region as a result of activity at the Happy Prairie. Make inferences
and predictions about the potential consequences of these activities.
11) Ask students to look again at all of the land uses in this activity. If they had been
considering any of them as inherently bad, have them consider a different question.
What could the people who are actually in charge of these various land uses do to
minimize damage to the Happy Prairie? Have the activity end with an emphasis on
solutions rather than on problems. Also, many ranchers manage their ranches to
conserve native grasslands and wildlife habitat, while also providing food and fiber for
society and a living for their families.
12) Ask the students to create a list of things they personally can do to reduce the
potentially damaging effects of their own lifestyles on prairie habitats and the
environment in general. If possible, invite them to periodically, throughout the school

year, report on their progress in carrying out these new practices. Consider with them
in discussion that people all over Texas and the United States have choices, and can
choose to conserve assemblages of native plants and animals, such as the "Happy
Prairie."
Extensions:
1) Do the activity again up to step six. After each interest group has presented its plan,
form new groups with each of the new groups having a representative from each of the
interest groups. Have the new groups devise plans that all of the interests can agree on.
Discuss how, if at all, this is a realistic experience in working to balance various
community interests.
2) Set up an action team to locate a prairie dog town in your community. Determine the
overall quality of the prairie with which it is connected.
3) Collect newspaper articles for local short grass prairie-related and land use issues as
a current events activity and discuss them in class.
4) Learn more about environmental impact statements. Try to obtain actual copies of
statements about short grass prairies in your area. See what concerns are addressed in
these documents.
5) Learn about the national wildlife refuge system. Are there any wildlife refuges in
your area? What animals find refuge in them? Visit a national wildlife refuge.
6) Go to the library and locate private organizations that work to protect short grass
prairies. Find out about what they do and how they do it. For example, use the
National Wildlife Federation's Conservation Directory to look up conservation
organizations in Texas and write letters to those who might be involved in projects
about the short grass prairie.
7) Find out about any zoning laws or land use regulations in your area. Would the
plan your group proposed for the Happy Prairie be allowed in your community?
Evaluation:
1) Name three things that people can do to reduce or prevent damage to short grass
prairies. Under what conditions, if any, do you think actions to reduce damage to
prairie land would be appropriate?
2) Select any action that you personally think would be appropriate, and that you could
take, to conserve the short grass prairie ecosystem. Describe what you would do.
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Suggested for grades 4-12

Surviving as a Black-footed Ferret
(based on Project WILD's Oh Deer!)

Objective:
Students will be able to : 1) Identify and describe food, water, and shelter as three
essential components of habitat, 2) describe the importance of good habitat for
animals, 3) define "limiting factors" and give examples, 4) recognize that some
fluctuations in wildlife populations are natural as ecological systems undergo constant
change, 5) introduce students to the many factors that affect this endangered species
on the short grass prairie.
Method:
Students become "Black-footed Ferrets" and components of a prairie dog town in a
highly involving physical activity.
Background:
A variety of factors affect the ability of wildlife to successfully reproduce and maintain
their populations over time. Disease, predator/prey relationships, varying impacts of
weather conditions from season to season (e.g., early freezing, heavy snows, flooding,
drought), accidents, environmental pollution, and habitat destruction and degradation
are among these factors.
Some naturally-caused (droughts) as well as culturally-induced limiting factors (legal
hunting) serve to prevent wildlife populations from reproducing in numbers greater
than their habitat can support. An excess of such limiting factors, however, leads to
threatening, endangering, and possibly eliminating whole species of animals.
The most fundamental of life's necessities for any animal are food, water, shelter, and
space in a suitable arrangement. Without these components, animals cannot survive.
For many animals on the short grass prairie, these fundamentals of life center around
the disappearing prairie dog communities.
This activity is designed for students to learn that:
- good habitat is the key to wildlife survival
- a population will continue to increase in size until some limiting factors are imposed
- limiting factors contribute to fluctuations in wildlife populations, and
- nature is never in "balance," but is constantly changing.
Wildlife populations are not static. They continuously fluctuate in response to a variety
of stimulating and limiting factors. We tend to speak of limiting factors as applying to a
single species, although one factor may affect many species. Natural limiting factors, or
those modeled after factors in natural systems, tend to maintain populations of species
at levels within predictable ranges.

This activity is intended to be a simple but powerful way for students to grasp some
basic concepts: that everything on the short grass prairie, or any other natural system,
is interrelated; that populations of organisms are continuously affected by elements of
the environment; and that populations of animals do not stay at the same static number
year after year in their environment, but rather are continuously changing in a process
of maintaining dynamic equilibria in natural systems.
The major purpose of this activity is for students to understand the importance of
suitable habitat as well as factors that may affect wildlife populations in constantly
changing ecosystems.
Materials:
Area- either indoors or outdoors- large enough for students to run, e.g., playing field;
chalkboard or flow chart; writing materials.
Procedure:
1) Begin by telling students that they are about to participate in an activity that
emphasizes the most essential things that animals need in order to survive. Review the
essential components of habitat with the students: food, water, shelter, and space in a
suitable arrangement. This activity emphasizes food, water, and shelter, but students
should not forget the importance of the animals having sufficient space in which to live,
and that all the components have to be in a suitable arrangement or the animals will die.
2) Ask your students to count off in fours. Have all the ones go one area; all the twos,
threes, and fours go together to another area. Mark two parallel lines on the ground or
floor ten to 20 yards apart. Have the ones line up behind one line; the rest of the
students line up behind the other line.
3) The ones become "Black-footed Ferrets." All the ferrets need good habitat in order to
survive. Ask the students what the essential components of habitat are again: food,
water, shelter, and space in a suitable arrangement. For the purposes of this activity,
we are emphasizing the ferret's need for prairie dogs and the prairie dog town (which
provide food, water, and shelter for the ferret) in order to survive. When a ferret is
looking for prairie dogs as food, it should clamp its hands over its stomach. When it is
looking for water, it holds its hands over its mouth. When it is looking for shelter in the
prairie dog town, it holds its hands together over its head. A Black-footed Ferret can
choose to look for any one of its needs during each round or segment of the activity;
the ferret cannot, however, change what it is looking for; e.g., when it sees what is
available during the round. It can change what it is looking for in the next round, if it
survives.
4) The twos, threes, and fours are prairie dogs (food), water, and tunnels in the prairie
dog town (shelter)--components of the habitat. Each student gets to choose at the
beginning of each round which component he or she will be during that round. The
students depict which component they are in the same way the ferrets show what they
are looking for; that is, hands on the stomach for food, etc.

5) The activity starts with all the players lined up on their respective lines (ferrets on
one side; habitat components on the other side) - and with their backs to the students
at the other line.
6) The facilitator or teacher begins the first round by asking all of the students to make
their signs-each ferret deciding what it is looking for, each habitat component deciding
what it is. Give the students a few moments to get their hands in place-over stomachs,
mouths, or over their heads. (As you look at the two lines of students, you will
normally see a lot of variety - some students with water, some food, some shelter. As
the activity proceeds, sometimes the students confer with each other and all make the
same sign. That's okay, although don't encourage it. For example, all the students in
habitat might decide to be shelter. That could represent a drought year with no
available food or water.) NOTE: If students switching symbols in the middle of the
round is a problem, you can avoid that by having stacks of three different tokens, or
pieces of colored paper, to represent prairie dogs, water, and the prairie dog town at
both the habitat and the ferret's end of the field. At the start of each round, players
choose one of the symbols before turning around to face the other group.
7) When you see that the students are ready, count: "one...two...three." At the count of
three, each ferret and each habitat component turn and face the opposite group
continuing to hold their signs clearly.
8) When the Black-footed Ferrets see the habitat component they need, they run to it.
Each ferret must hold the sign of what it is looking for until getting to the habitat
component person with the same sign. Each ferret that reaches its necessary habitat
component takes the "prairie dog," "water," or "tunnel," back to the ferret side of the
line. This is to represent the ferret's successfully meeting its needs, and successfully
reproducing as a result. Any ferret that fails to find its food, water, or shelter dies and
becomes part of the habitat. That is, in the next round, the ferret that died is a habitat
component and so is available as food, water, or shelter to the Black-footed Ferrets who
are still alive.
NOTE: When more than one ferret reaches a habitat component, the student who gets
there first survives. Habitat components stay in place on their line until a ferret needs
them. If no ferret needs a particular habitat component during a round, the habitat
component just stays where it is in the habitat. The habitat person can change which
component it is from round to round.
9) You as the facilitator or teacher keep track of how many ferrets are at the beginning
of the activity, and at the end of each round. Continue the activity for approximately 15
rounds. Keep the pace brisk and the students will thoroughly enjoy it.
10) At the end of the 15 rounds, gather the students together to discuss the activity.
Encourage them to talk about what they experienced and saw. For example, they saw a

small group of ferrets (seven students in a class size of 28) begin by finding more than
enough habitat needs. The population of ferrets expand over two or three rounds of the
activity until the habitat was depleted and there was not sufficient food, water and
shelter for all the ferrets. At that point, ferrets starved or died of thirst or lack of shelter,
and they returned as part of the habitat. Such things would happen in nature also.
NOTE: In real life, mammal populations might also experience higher infant mortality
and lower reproductive rates.

FERRETS

11) Using a flip chart pad or an available chalkboard, post the data recorded during the
activity. The number of ferrets at the beginning of the activity and at the end of each
round represent the number of ferrets in a series of years. That is, the beginning of the
activity is year one; each round is an additional year. Ferrets can be posted by fives for
convenience. For example:

15
10
5

YEAR 1

3

5

7

9

11

The students will see this visual reminder of what they experienced during the activity:
the ferret population fluctuated over a period of years. This is a natural process as long
as the factors which limit the population do not become excessive, to the point that the
animals cannot successfully reproduce. The wildlife populations will tend to peak,
decline, and rebuild-as long as there is good habitat and sufficient numbers of animals
to successfully reproduce.
12) In discussion, ask the students to summarize some of the things they have learned
from this activity. What do animals need to survive? What are some of the "limiting
factors" that affect their survival? Are wildlife populations static, or do they tend to
fluctuate, as part of an overall "balance of nature?" Is nature ever really in "balance" or
are ecological systems involved in a process of constant change?

Variations:
1) The Black-footed Ferret depends on the prairie dog for both food and shelter. After
the students have played several rounds of the activity, introduce predators into the
game. Predators of the Black-footed Ferret include the Coyote and Great-horned Owl.
The predators start in a designated "predator den" area off to the side. The predators
have to skip or hop. This reduces the possibility of violent collisions between ferrets
and predators. The predators can only tag ferrets when they are going towards the
habitat and are between the habitat and ferret lines. Once a ferret is tagged, the predator
escorts the ferret back to the den. The captured ferret becomes an additional predator.
Predators that fail to tag someone die and become habitat. That is, in the next round,
the predators that died join the habitat line. They will become available to the surviving
ferrets as either food, water, or shelter. During each round, the teacher should keep
track of the number of predators as well as the numbers of ferrets. Incorporate this data
into the graphs.
NOTE: Be sure the students understand that captured ferrets are symbolic of the direct
affect of predators on prairie dog populations. (Black footed ferret needs a large
contiguous prairie dog town for both food and shelter).
2) Instead of drawing the line graph for students as described in procedure 11, have the
students create their own graphs. Provide them with the years and numbers of ferrets.
Depending on the age group, they can make picture, line, or bar graphs.
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Suggested for grades K-5

Hanging Out on the Short Grass Prairie
Objective:
Students will be able to: 1) better understand the dynamics of a prairie dog town in the
short grass prairie ecosystem, 2) identify and recognize some rare species found on the
short grass prairie.
Method:
As an introduction to the unit, students read about animals found on the short grass
prairie, including:
-prairie dogs
-bison
-black-footed ferrets
-swift foxes
-spotted skunks
-mountain plovers
-ferruginous hawks
-Texas horned lizards
-rattlesnakes
-rodents
Student construct mobiles that will serve as a backdrop for further learning about the
short grass prairie.
Background:
If left uneaten, the short grass prairie would never get very tall (unlike the mid/tall
grass prairies). Over the last 100 years, approximately 50% of the historic short grass
prairie has been converted for uses other than rangeland. Some of the rangeland that
remains no longer supports native grasses or prairie dog towns.
Prairie dogs are found mostly on the short grass prairies. Prairie dog colonies are
unique patches of habitat that attract a wide variety of wildlife. At one time, vast
prairie dog towns covered large areas of the Texas Panhandle. Now, less than one
percent of these communities remain, widely spaced and scattered.
Materials:
Photo copied pictures of animals on the short grass prairie, construction paper, glue,
string, scissors, and markers.
Procedure:
1. Give the students time to read about and color the pictures of the animals that live on
the short grass prairie.
2. Cut out the pictures and text descriptions.

3. Mount and label the animals and prairie dog town model on construction paper.
Glue the information sentences on the back of the pictures. Hang the animals from the
model of the prairie dog town.
4. Finally, suspend the mobiles from the ceiling. Loop the prairie dog town base
around and fasten so that the mobile hangs in a circle. The students could add other
inhabitants of the short grass prairie to their mobiles, including: badgers, weasels,
coyotes, bobcats, foxes, hawks, eagles, rabbits, rattlesnakes, bull snakes, deer mice,
kangaroo rats, meadow larks, burrowing owls, buffalo grass, grama grass, livestock,
and humans.
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I'm a Prairie Dog. I eat the grasses on the short
grass prairie. My burrows are home to many
other animals.
I'm a Bison. I graze on the short grass prairie in
and around prairie dog towns.
I'm a Black-footed Ferret. I depend on large,
healthy prairie dog towns for both food and
shelter.
I'm a Swift Fox. I eat prairie dogs, ground
squirrels, rabbits and birds on the short grass
prairie.
I'm a Spotted Skunk. I use prairie dog burrows as
a home and eat mice and bird eggs on the short
grass prairie.
I'm a Mountain Plover. I nest where the grass is
grazed short by prairie dogs. I eat insects kicked
up by herds of bison and cattle.
I'm a Ferriginous Hawk. I eat small mammals
including prairie dogs, ground squirrels, and
rabbits on the short grass prairie.
I'm a Texas Horned Lizard. I can be found in
many parts of Texas. On the short grass prairie, I
escape the hot summer months by hiding in
prairie dog burrows. I come out when it is cool to
eat ants.
I'm a Cottontail Rabbit. I make my home in vacant
prairie dog burrows on the prairie.
I'm a Burrowing Owl. I nest in abandoned prairie
dog burrows and perch on the mounds in search
of insects and mice.
I'm a Rattlesnake. I rest in cool prairie dog
burrows during the day and move through the
town at night in search of food.
I'm a Meadow Lark. I nest around prairie dog
towns to collect insects and seeds from the short
grasses.

Suggested for grades 5-8

Short Grass Prairie Math Activities

1. A Black-footed Ferret family usually includes a mother and her two offspring. How
many ferrets are in 4 ferret families? How many in 12 ferret families?

2. Each Black-footed Ferret family needs about 100 acres of prairie dog town to provide
enough food and shelter.
Add or multiply to fill out the chart:
No. of families: 1

2

__

8

No. of acres: 100

__

400

__

__
10,000

3. You are a biologist. A prairie dog town near you has been infected with plague, a
disease that occurs in nature and is fatal to prairie dogs. The disease has killed 95% of
the prairie dogs in the town. From previous observation, you know that one acre of
prairie supports about 5 prairie dogs. As the local expert, can you answer the following
questions?
a. After the disease is gone, how many prairie dogs remain in a 10,000 acre colony that,
when healthy, supports 5 prairie dogs per acre?

b. Considering that the surviving prairie dogs occupy 5 acres each, how many acres do
the survivors occupy?

c. The healthy prairie dog town of 10,000 acres supported 100 Black-footed Ferret
families (100 acres for 1 family). How many ferret families can be supported by the
prairie dogs that survived the plague?

Challenge Question:
In addition to the natural disasters that affect Black-footed Ferret populations, the ferret
is prey to other animals, such as the Coyote, Bobcat, Badger, and Great-horned Owl.
Using the equation:

(x/100) - 2p = s
where:

x = no. of acres
p = no. of predators
s = no. of surviving ferret families

a. How many ferret families are expected to survive on a 15,000 acre prairie dog town
which is also home to a Coyote, a Bobcat, and a Great-horned Owl?

b. If plague reduces the prairie dog town to only 700 occupied acres, how many ferret
families would be expected to survive?

c. How many acres of prairie dog town are needed for 25 ferret families to survive if the
land is also home to 6 ferret predators?

Short Grass Prairie Math Activities - ANSWERS
1.

4 families x 3 ferrets in a family = 12 ferrets
12 families x 3 ferrets in a family = 36 ferrets

2.

2 families need 200 acres
400 acres supports 4 families
8 families need 800 acres
10,000 acres support 100 families

3a.

Step 1: 10,000 acres x 5 prairie dogs per acre = 50,000 healthy prairie dogs
Step 2: 50,000 healthy prairie dogs x 0.95 killed by disease = 47,500 dead prairie dogs
Step 3: 50,000 healthy prairie dogs - 47,500 dead prairie dogs = 2,500 survivors

3b.

2,500 survivors / 5 prairie dogs per acre = 500 occupied acres

3c.

500 occupied acres / 100 acres per ferret family = 5 ferret families

Challenge Question:

(

a.

p=3
x = 15,000

(

b.

p=3
x = 700

700 - (2(3)) = 1 ferret family
(
(100

c.

p=6
s = 25

15,000
100

- (2(3)) = 144 ferret families

x - (2(6)) = 25
100
x = 37
100
x = 3700 acres

For further classroom discussion:
What would happen to the prairie dog population if another natural disaster occurred?
Discuss direct threats to the ferret population (predators) and indirect threats (loss of prairie
dog towns that provide food and shelter)
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